
Who doesn’t dream of planning their wedding in a global pandemic? As if wedding planning
for most couples isn’t stressful enough! Adding an extra layer of uncertainty and lingering fear
that one of your most important life events might not be everything you’ve hoped for after
pouring your heart, soul and money into it. It’s valid to have feelings of worry and defeat
especially if you’ve already had to push your big day to another date but it’s crucial to not
dwell in feelings of negativity!

My fiancé and I got engaged back in August 2020 and intend on having 100+ family and
friends celebrate our marriage in October 2021. Like many we didn’t have any concept of how
long this pandemic would be a concern for. When lockdown began in March we didn’t think
that we would still be hunkering down in August. It was agreed upon at the start of our
wedding planning that if the pandemic was still an issue in October we would have an intimate
legal ceremony and reschedule the big reception to a safer time. We made certain there was
verbiage in the contracts we signed to protect our deposits so we wouldn’t have to forfeit them
due to circumstances  we can’t control…like a pandemic.  Our wedding planning hasn’t been
too different than any other bride and groom besides the obvious caveat of being more
cognizant of protecting our deposits with our vendors. Having peace of mind that you won’t
lose any money in times like these is a necessity. 

The deeper I get into the weeds of wedding planning I can’t help but notice the unique
opportunity I’ve had to work through some of my own personality flaws. For a person
dependent on a set plan this environment can be crippling. I tend to be a perfectionist when it
comes to projects I’m working on, the type of gal to be anxiety ridden about what centerpieces
to have on the tables. All things I’d normally be losing sleep over are insignificant.
Considering everything that’s happening in the world today, not just the pandemic, it really
put my priorities of what’s important into perspective. I’ve taught myself to be more fluid 
and ultimately learned to give myself a little grace.  Everything always falls into place and it’s
going to be perfect in its own way. It may not be exactly how I pictured it but it won’t make
this time in our lives any less special. No matter what happens, if COVID sneaks its way into
October 2021 and we have to go with plan B, the most important thing for us is we aren’t
going to let it stunt our progression. Our wedding will happen in October with 150 people or
15 people and it will be amazing either way. You can’t stress over circumstances you can’t
control and you’ll face adversity in wedding planning even if there isn’t a pandemic. We are
making the best of our pandemic wedding experience!
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